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iQ SOFTWARE SUITE
Factory Intelligence Software Solutions

Real-Time Visibility and Data Analysis
Securely Manage and Track All Jobs, Resources and
Employees
Bell and Howell’s iQ Software Suite is a comprehensive
accumulation of several industry leading production,
material, tracking and communication software solutions
tied into one modular and scalable solution. From
optimizing your production resources, to tracking data
and job efficiency, the iQ Software Suite helps to securely
manage, automate and raise your productivity in virtually
every business process.

iQ provides workflow management and real-time
data analysis of your production print and mail
environments, from an individual production process
to an entire document factory. Deliver 100% data
integrity while securely tracking and managing every
communication piece with a detail audit trail in one or
many production areas.

Key
Features
Key
Features&&Benefits
Benefits

Track and manage every
communication item throughout
the operation

Increase the quality, integrity
and relevancy of every
customer communication

Optimize the performance
and efficiency of your entire
operation

Bell and Howell’s iQ Software Suite empowers you to manage the efficiency of your entire
operation, independent of equipment types. Do it all with this one modular and scalable
solution.

Dynamic, Automated Reporting
Optimize The Performance and Efficiency of Your Entire
Operation
In the manufacturing industry, it is essential to have timely,
accurate production reporting to make important business
decisions. Typically, plant managers have little to no
visibility into production factory operations, or have only
outdated manually collected information. Real-time access
to production data and reports has a major impact on
increasing the effectiveness and efficiency, and ultimately
the cost, of the manufacturing process.
All of the iQ solution modules have dynamic, web-based
reporting and analysis capabilities to consolidate and

interpret the information captured and managed from
your communication production processes. Data can be
scheduled for exports in an industry-standard data format
for offline analysis or using unique customizable reporting
requirements. Reports and analyzed data can be securely
viewed online internally and by external customers. iQ
is comprehensive in nature and can accommodate any
requirement needed to ensure that you continue to make
the best business decisions to keep your operation running
effectively and efficiently.

iQ Offerings
iQ Item: Piece-level tracking across any resource
iQ Production: Real-time resource, job and operator
efficiency tracking and reporting
iQ Quality Assurance: Electronic tracking and
reporting of quality checks
iQ Alerting: Real-time notificaitons based on
organization business rules
iQ Materials Management: Electronically display job
stock requirements to the operator

iQ Workorder Management: Track customer orders
form data input to finished product
iQ Client Tracking: Provides your customers with
secure, real-time job tracking
iQ Multi-Site: Dashboard visibility and flexibility across
multiple processing centers
iQ Hosted: Cloud-based secure, software-as-a-service
solution environment

Bell and Howell Service Solutions
Transforming business challenges into competitive advantages
Maximum uptime and availability starts here. From an extensive service footprint, 40,000+ parts at 40+ stocking locations, to
the best service and support in the industry, we’ve got you covered. By combining turnkey project management, advanced
analytics and flexible maintenance plans, you’ll have the complete solution to ensure that your organization is running more
efficient for longer.
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